
CPSCI 121 – Object Oriented Programming      Spring 2016 

Assignment #13  due by 11 pm on Tuesday, May 3 

 

Write the following 7 C++ files: 

 Shape.h    - declaration of Shape class 

 Shape.cpp - definitions of Shape class functions 

 Circle.h - declaration of Circle class, publicly inherited from Shape 

 Circle.cpp - definitions of Circle class functions 

 Square.h - declaration of Square class, publicly inherited from Shape 

 Square.cpp - definitions of Square class functions 

 Prog13.cpp - main program to use the classes 

 

Shape class contains: 

 Data:  name - will hold a string specifying what type of shape it is 

 

 Functions: default constructor – stores “no name” to the name field 

   constructor that receives a string and stores it to the name field 

   getName – returns a copy of the name field 

   print – a virtual function that writes out the name field 

   calcArea – a pure virtual function that has no definition in this  

    class 

 

Circle class contains: 

 Data:  radius - a double value that represents the radius of a circle 

 

 Functions: default constructor – sends the string “circle” to the parent  

    constructor  and then stores 1.0 into radius  

   constructor that receives a double –  sends “circle” to parent  

    constructor  and then assigns a value to radius.  If the  

    double parameter value is positive, then store it to radius,  

    otherwise store 1.0.  

   setRadius – receives a double.  If the double is >0, store it to  

    radius, otherwise store 1.0. 

   print – call parent class print to write out the type of shape, then  

    write out the radius and the area (from calcArea) 

   calcArea – calculates and returns the area of a circle with the  

    radius from the private data field. 

 

Square class contains: 

 Data:  side - a double value that represents the length of one side of a  

     square 

 

 Functions: default constructor – sends the string “square” to the parent  

    constructor  and then stores 1.0 into the side field  

   constructor that receives a double – sends the string “square” to the  

    parent constructor and then assigns a value to side.  If the  



    double parameter value is positive, then store it into side, 

otherwise store 1.0.   

   setSide – receives a double.  If the double is >0, store it to side, 

 otherwise store 1.0. 

   print – call parent class print to write out the type of shape, then  

    write out the side length and the area (from calcArea) 

   calcArea – calculates the area of a square with the side value from 

 the private data field. 

 

Main Program: 

 Create an array of 5 pointers to Shape objects 

 Go through a loop 5 times, asking the user if they would like to create a Circle or  

  a Square each time.  If they choose Circle, get a radius value from them  

  and then instantiate a new Circle using one of the Shape pointers.  If they  

  choose Square, get the side value from the user and then instantiate a  

  Square object with the Shape pointer. 

 Use another loop to go through each element in the Shape pointer array and use  

  the pointer to call its print function. 

 Create a Circle object and a Square object using their default constructors.  Use 

the set functions to give them sizes, and use their print functions to output  

their data. 

 Show that the getName function works from one of the static objects. 


